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Overview

- What are HUMS?
- Wireless HUMS prototypes
- Comparison of battery storage with harvested vibration energy
Maintenance philosophies

- Run to failure
  - *keep operating until failure*

- Time based maintenance
  - *Inspect/maintain after so long or so many cycles*

- Condition based maintenance
  - *Measure/monitor continually*
What are HUMS?

Health and Usage Monitoring Systems are used to implement autonomous condition based maintenance.

HUMS attempt determine the state of a component or structure (diagnosis) from measurable parameters

The ‘holy grail’ of the discipline to perform prognosis - i.e. to predict remaining lifetime of components
CHC, Bristow and Bond helicopters halt some flights after ditching

The first pictures of the ditched helicopter have emerged.

All three operators of North Sea offshore helicopters have grounded the type of aircraft involved in Monday's ditching off Shetland.

A Super Puma EC 225, operated by CHC, carried out a controlled landing close to Fair Isle. All 19 people on board were rescued safely.

CHC said it was suspending operations using helicopters of the same type.

Bristow and Bond have now also delayed operations of EC 225 and L2 Super Pumas, during the investigation.

The Unite union said there was a growing fear among offshore workers over helicopter safety.

Unite industrial officer John Taylor said: "Mercifully there were no fatalities with this latest incident."

The manufacturer, Eurocopter, said it had full confidence in the aircraft.

A spokesman for Bristow Helicopters said: "The safety of our passengers"
Applications of WSN
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Wireless HUMS

Operation:

- Periodically take several seconds of data.
- Perform some signal processing on the wireless node.
- Transmit metrics or data.
Wireless HUMS

• What can we do and what can’t we do COTS?
  • Miniature sensors / transducers
  • Processing / microcontrollers
  • Data memory
  • Wireless data transfer
  • Powering
Powering options

- Batteries
- Supercapacitor

- RF power transfer
- Inductive coupling

- Solar
- Vibration
WISD Project (2005-8)

- Ultra low power sensor interfaces
- Mixed analogue/digital processing
- Energy harvesting
- Tethered flight trial

Power System
RTVP project (2010-14)
RTVP power demand profile

Average power when active, listening ~ 3 mW
Average power during sampling/TX ~90 mW
Lifetime estimation constraints - battery

- Design life > 1000 flight hours
- Assume node can sleep with zero power consumption between flights
- 1 sampling/processing event every minute
- Consumption ~17 Wh
  (average power ~ 17 mW)
High capacity cells

- Based on nominal capacity, a single ‘c’ size lithium thionyl chloride cell will suffice
- 45 g, 26 ml
Many so-called ‘low power’ systems are just a heavily duty cycled ‘ordinary’ systems.

From a power supply design this is the worst of all worlds – high power capability and low losses.

Temperature extremes also reduce available capacity.
High capacity cells

- De-rated for temperature and pulsed load, 4 are required
- 180 g, 104 ml
Batteries suitable for the rotor head

- Several objections could be raised against the use of thionyl chloride on the rotor head.
  - Simply too much energy stored with potential to burn/explode
  - The environment is too extreme - exposure to high forces/temperature ranges etc.
Aerospace cells

- Lithium metal oxide, aerospace use in guided missiles etc. has capacity around $\frac{1}{4}$ of thionyl chloride
- TLM ‘AA’ cells $\sim 48\% = 960\text{g}, 421\text{ml}$?
Vibration harvesting

- Helicopters are a good application for energy harvesting:
  - Fixed frequencies
  - Right magnitude

- Ideally suited to electromagnetic harvesters with conventional construction.

- 10 gram mass, 20 Hz @ 1 g, 10 mm travel ≈ 30 mW
Prototype device

- Produces ~50 mW from most energetic flight condition
- 120 g, 90 ml
Required power system

- Harvester
- Synchronous rectifier
- Resistance emulating converter
- Variable voltage super cap storage
- Voltage regulating converter
- Sensor node

Complexity of power system can reduce power available by 10’s %
Operating profile

- Accumulation of harvested energy determines operation profile

- Typically a longer initial charge period is required from powered down state
Conclusions

- Battery size scales with total energy - the power demand and length of time between maintenance

- Harvester size scales with just the power demand as energy is infinite

- Both approaches may have issues with initial start up
Conclusions

• HUMS require a specification for hardware that requires 10’s mW with current technologies

• For lifetime ~ 1000 hrs and one sampling operation in 60 seconds, both solutions have similar volumes/masses

• Both solutions have presented unforeseen problems in physical testing
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